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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

WAN'l'Eb: 2 ~r 3 responsible people to rent our 3
bedroom house completely furnished. Located on9
bal£block from Nob Hill Shopping center. Clo~e to
schools, busr and UNM. MusL see to appreciate.
268·6216.
11/24

Rates: 15 eeD.ts per word per day,one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
c:onseeutlve days with no changes, nine ccn·
ts per word per day, In~ refunds it cancelled
,.,efore five insertions). ClassUied adverUsements must be paid in advance.

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex: for the young and the youog at heart. ~ents
start at $140. Large swimming pool. EHielen~les &
l·hdrm nvallabte, furnished or ~nfurmshed.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 Umverslty NE,
243·2494,
12/5
'

..

Marrtln llall room 131 or by mail to:
Claasllled Advt~rtitdng, UNM Dox 20,
.\lhuquerque'-N.~.
87131

WA'l'ER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on s.1lc now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268·8455,
12/4

MARY_ You mean you couldn't walk ncross Ccn·
trnl to the alleyway between the Pawn Shop and
the Architecture Bldg. Walk 100' !t down t~c
alleyway to Carraro~s. No Mary you re not. stupld,
you're dumb. Nick.
H/24

SCHWINN VARSITY 22". Two Frostline
kits-top of the line down bags. Sew yourslcf.
Value $100 plus, $72 each. ChChristy 243·4754,
11/25

HAPPY DIRTHDAY Annn Beaker, A,T .D,B,
11/24

1973 PLYMOUTH SPORT/FURY stalion wagon,
full power, A/C 54,000 mi. rndirtl Lircs very good
shape, $2000 or best offer. 898·4415.
11/25

RENEWAL DEADLINE-ReBidcnce Ha~l
students are reminded to complete and submit
their ncsidcncc Hall Room & board renewal
materials by 4:00pm, Friday, December. 5, 1975.
Submit forms to Ho1Jsing Rescrvatlons-La
Posada, 2nd floor.
12/5

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment, Trnll HaUB·Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
t!n

WHEN THE PIECES don't Cit, maybe we ean putthem together. AGORA 277·3013.
ll/25

BoDY DUENO. All natural bath produc·
ts-essentfal oils, bath crystals, bubble bath,
glycerine soaps shampoos, love oils, 2910 Central
'
12/1
SE noon to 5 weekdays.

POO: Congratulations on your vasectomy, I love
you, Fro.
12/2

69 TOYOTA CORONA 56,000 miles, needs some
1211
work, automatic~ 898·9638.

UNM BOOKSTORE everything for. Christmas
down to the ribbon! Children's books &
toys-Christl}las cards~ girts!
11/24

SKIS HEAD GK02180 one-year old, best offer,
294·0850,
_ _ _ _ 11124

2. LOST ANO FOUND
FOUND: Male dog part Collie, Black, ~/.white
neck & paws, Approx 1 year old. Vtcmtly o(
Citadel Apts. 242-2189.
11/25
FOUND: ONE Hand calculator. Identify &
claim-Farris
Engineering
Bldg
Rm
309,
11/25
REWARD! LOST BRACELET 5, 6 chains antiquo
clasp, sentimental value. Phyllis Cohen 277~
2901,
11/25

3. SERVICES
WILL TYPE I' APERS. Coli Kim 265-3292.

12/5

DIVORCE by petition. $36 clerical fee plus filing
fee, 296-4977.24 hour answering service.
12/1

:FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SB, B43·
7632, or 265·9693,
12/5
NEED SOME HEI,P? Typing, editing, revision:
reasonable, accurate. 281--3001.
11/25
MATURE YOUNG WOMAN will bnbysiL in my
home ncar UNM. 24~·4776.
-~-· 11124
.SMALL OA.RS RErArRED;- small ~hop, sma!l
11rices. Datsun. Fiat, Toyota, Volvo. Pmto. Capr1,
•lc, 205 Stanford, alley. Call Phil, 255·3180. 11/25

I

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTIIUSIA$T, sludenlsl
Custom black·and·whitc proc::es.sing. printing.
Fine·graln or pushproccs.sing of. mm. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. Illgh quahty enlnrgemen·
ts:, mounting, etc. Advice, f£ asked. Call 265·2444
or cemc to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
t1n
I'ASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prtc~s in Wwn. Fast, plcuing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 •1r come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
·AMERICA-N~fiNTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
Pass sold·Cpnterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
11/26

M~~

6. EMPLOYMENT

Very Fine.European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi, .
Cunied Dishes, and
Sandwiches

'Free Films

STUDENT SPOUSES/STUDENTS to work ?"
Daily Lobo production starr. Hours 8 p.m. to ~~d·
night Sunday through Thursday. Amount or hme
remnining at UNM will be a t:onsideration (2 or
more years preferred). Good typing skills. For
more in£ormation come to Mnrr~~ Hall. Room 131,
between Sand 4;30 p.m.

Today
Sherlock
Holmes
Faces Death

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. AC·
tcrnoons & evenings. Must be able to work Frld~y
& Saturday nights. MusL be 21 years old. Ap~ly 10
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul
NE.
11/26

Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
Telephone 765-5671
Central SE

Showings at 10:00
11:30 & 1:00
In the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by ASUNM
& Student Activities

OVERSEAS JODS-tempor~ry or permanent.
Europe, Australia, S. Amenca, Africa •. etc:: All
fields, $500-$1200 mon.thly. E~pen~rs paid, sight·
seeing. Free info. Wrlle: Inlcrna.\mnal Job Cen·
tcr, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704,
1/21

8. MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Used pinball ma<"hines, any condition;
293·1818.
12!5
~- ~~~~-~-~·--~-~"-

§\f(;JJd
OPTICIANS

Sat.

~"

511 Wyoming NE 265·3668

265-3667

I

. ------- .....
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-530l

...._f

MOTOBECANE

Wao

Folding 3 Speed
Nobly 3Spred
Nomade
Nobly
MmJgeo
Grand Touring

13995
13900
15400
15400
17400
21900

120.00
120.00
130.00
130.00
150.00
195.00

Grand Jub:f~

312.00
38000
58000
69000

255.00
315.00
475.00
555.00

1noo
226.00
387.00
580.00
750.00
875.00

160.00
195.00
315.00
475.00
605.00
700.00

Super Rec:ord
Su!X'l" Special
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BIKE

PEDAL ~~· SPOIE

NuO'.'o Sport
Grand Rally

SKI TOURING
& BACKPACKING
SPECIALISTS

ASUNM President Alan
Wilson yesterday acknowledged
the proposed revision of the
Student Standards Committee
[SSCJ will face stiff opposition
when the matter comes to a vote
before the UNM faculty,
However, the student body
president said he considers the
change important and will work
to get it passed.
The proposed revision would
rename the sse, expanding its
title to the Student Standards
and Grievances Committee,
while giving it the right to hear
student grievance cases against
UNM faculty and staff.
The proposal has been endorsed in spirit by the Faculty
Policy Committee which is now
working to clarify the revision's
wording. After the FPC is
finished, the proposal will go to
the general faculty for a vote,
probably early next semester.
"I disagree with the professors
who want the proposal to clearly
specify which grievances can be
heard," Wilson said.
"A student should have a com·
mittee to go to on this campus
whenever he feels like he's been

specific rules on what th1s committee can do and what it cannot,
then we are defeating the purpose of this proposal-to provide
a channel for students to voice
legitimate complaints," he said,
"The committee itself should be
trusted to decide if a grievance is
legitimate eriough that a hearing
will be necessary."
A joint student-faculty committee, the Student Standards
Committee now only he~ rs
dis.ciplinary cases against
students.
"Some faculty members have
expressed fear that if the stu den·
ts get more radical again, they
might use this committee to get
back at professors," Wilson said.
"It is silly to worry about that
sort of thing happening.

mistreated or denied a right," he
said. "There should be no criteria
"Even in the most radical
which would automatically ex- years on campus, Student Stanclude a grievance from being dards heard many cases," he
heard."
said. "There is no reason to
W:i!soo said that if grievance believe those cases were handled
criteria are too explicit, there unfairly."
could be several actual grievanWilson said another fear exces which might technically be pressed is that the proposed comruled unacceptable for hearing.
mittee's functions will interfere
"If we lay down too many with academic freedom at UNM.

Mann Tenure Case
May Be Investigated
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SB-1 Advocate Says

Critics Misinformed
By Joseph Monahqn

One of the men responsible for
the drafting of Senate Bill One
(SB-1) said yesterday criticism of
the measure has been based on
"misinformation and distortion,"
Dennis Thelen, deputy chief
counsel for the Senate subcommittee on Criminal Laws and
Procedures which held hearings
on the bill for over four years,
told the LOBO mail has been
running strongly against SB·l
but critics are interpreting the
bill wrongly. Thelen said opposition to the bill is understandable because of its scope
(753 pages) but that the bill is not

repressive ns charged by op·
poncnts.
In a telephone in lcrviow from
Washington Thelen said thCl bill
would not restrict press freedom
or individual civil liberti<ls,
Speaking on Lhe section dealing
with classified information
'fhclcn pointed to a review
procedure in the bill that
provides an appeal pro<:ess for
any government employe<! who
believes information he r<;leased
should never have been labeled
classified.
Thelen said that section insures no employee would be
llhntin~.t~dun

puge 121

Talk of an AAUP investigation began after the UNM R,·v,ents overfaculty recommendations this July by terminating the
coo tract of education professor John Stephen Mann.
Upset with the Regents' decision, the faculty met a month ago and
the Regents to reinstate Mann, who is now living in
, Massachusetts.
Russell Goodman, a philosophy
professor aod president of the
UNM chapter of the AAUP,
yesterday said a preliminary investigation of the case is now
being conducted by the AAUP's
Western Regional Office.
"The faculty here is finished as
far as any action directly on the
Mann case," Goodman said. "We
voted to ask the Regents to reinstate Mann. We haven't had any
reply from them."
Goodman said the only hope
for action rests with the AAUP
and with "the power of
publicity."
He said Richard Peirs,
secretary of the AA u1··s
Western Regional Office, sent a
letter of inquiry concertting the
case to UNM President William
John S. Mann
Davis,
Davis, Goodman said, wrote a letter back in which he dedin~d to
on the subject because he (Davis) had not been president
Mann's teaching contract was terminated.
then wrote another letter to the UNM Board of ~e~ent~ and,
:';~t'ding to Goodman, is awaiting a reply before dec1dmg 1f the
"
investigate the University.
.
Whether the office investigates or not will depend on what the
say in their reply," Goodman said. . .
. .
the event the AAUP decides to formally mvestigate the case,
could move to censure the Regents and University.

!~aching
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ITALVEGA
Viva Sport

~

Expects Faculty Opposition
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Gr.1nd Record
Le Champion
Tt•a;n Champion
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By Jon llowman
.
UNM is still the subject of a possible investigation by the American
Professors (AAUP), although that
of University
~rg:ani:mtion has initiated no direct action against the University as of
yet.

I

9:00-6:00
9:00-4:00

VOLVO

J~ 1~00

...

Prescriptions filled ,
le.nses replac:J.'

4. FOR RENT

!

Wilson Behind Standards Board

I9G6 DODGE CORONET V·8 PS, Steel-belted
Radials, Good Condition $500. 265.0144,
11/26

iDITOiitAL ASSISTANCE on dis:~crlations,
thCS('.S, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
f'raucnglass, Editorial Consultant. 34-1·8344.
11/3
.
. .
MECHANIC. reliable, cheap, guaranteed.
345-3058 Mike.
12/2

DAILY

I! II

Art and Soul

DYNASTAR FREESTYLES, 180..em look
GT's-$65 new Nordie.a's 121/~·$100; hlkmg boots,
Blhm-$25; 243-1810.
12/1

,,
,

OLDTOWN

Tuesday, November 25, 1975

SNOW -TriEs, C78·t3, mounted on Vega wheels,
almost new, $40 Cor two 268·3496 after 7
11/24
p.m.

1973 CuE\i-y "i.uv pickup with shell top, radials,
needs carburetor $1700, Cnll 3~4-8568 Sarah
(Rig
'h'·l
11/26L..'l •

New Mexico

'Makers
of-Hand Made
Indian Jewelry ·
' ~
~--

HU I I; ilfiJf

World Hunger? There is something you can do.
Stop by our tnble in or outside the SUB. We have
some suggestions. Coalition to Ease World Star·
vation (CHEWS).

-::: .,

1717ago.n.

Advertisers

Financial statements for all ASUNM Senate.
candidates will be due no later than 4 p.m., Wednesday, Nov, 26, rm 242, SUB, Wed. is al:s() the
last day to contest the. results of the election.

FORSALE

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have fricn·
ds whocaro nt Birthright 247-9819.
trn

Cove:red

Lab a

LEVI's -BLUE JEAN big bells aiways at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 CentrJtl SE, 243·6954. trn

1. PERSONALS

f'

5.

·suppart

Supet !Jght

SALE

NOW

Layaways

$10.00 Down

If we are
Out· We'll
order your
choice at
the Sale
Price

All Bikes:
Auembled, 30
Day Tune-Up.
Reflectorlzed,
Klekatend and
Thorn-Resistant

MISCELLANEOUS CLOSE•OUTS
Panasoni~ Tourtng
239,95
195.00

Schwlnn Le Tour

Aandria

14000
159.95

&:1w..1nn Varsity
S:flwinn Continental
Sdwifnn Pai-amount/15
Schwinn Paramount/10
74 Mirage

13895
153.95
585.00
660.00
154.00

1is.oo

145.00
125,00
140.00
430.00
500.00
120,00

Tubiii!!IJ (As

Appropriate)

Vista Bikes 10% OFF
CUSTOMERS WITH BIKES ON LAY AWA\'
WILL RECEIVE THESE SALE PRICES

3025 Central NE

256-9893

~t-tl:->'

..-I

Nation Seeks Health Foods, Fa<;Js

By Sarah Seidman
Health food stores continue t<J multiply
across the country, offering eYerything from
tiger's milk to exotic fruit juices, an array of
nut, bean and vegetable oils, and an assortment
of vitamins, minerals and food supplements to
boggle the mind as well as the stomac.h. .
A nation increasingly aware of 1ts d1.etary
deficiencies has made these stores a profitable
investment, especially since the prices charged
in the average health food store are substantia:Jly higher than those charged fer the
same product in a regular grocery store,
.
"Health food stores make nutrition more stm·
ple than it really is," said Madeline Nasby! a
nutritionist with the UNM Home Econom1cs
department. "It's outstanding that they a~e
here because they made people aware of the1r
diets, but I q uest10n whether the p;oducts a:e
actually worth the sometimes huge difference tn
pdce.~'

Ca!ling tige(s miU: a g;iant. rip·off ireal!y J~St
sovbean protem and cows m!lkJ and g"at ~milk
ju~t a personal preference without much
nutritional difference from cow's milk, Nasby
said, "If you chor;&e food wisely ~nd exerc:ise
you practieally never had to step mto a health
food stfJre.''

The great variety of corJking oils found !n
many health food stores are a?out the same •.n
fat content ii.e.·they have tne same calonc
count! and nutrition; they vary only in their
availabilitv and price.
Vegetables and fruits advertis~d a~ "organic"
are unsupported by a legal defm·twn of tr•at
word, she said.
''I'm all for getting rid of pesticides but I
would question' charging a higher pri~e for
produce whi<:h people claim is gr(Jwn Without
pesticides, without a legal standard for that
word," Nasby said.
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Wants Son's Body Exhumed

World
News

Oswald's Mother Seeks Inquiry

..Q
Q)

By Joseph Monahan
>
0
Marguerite Oswald, mother of
z alleged assassin Lee Harvey
0 Oswald, yesterday said she will
..Q
no longer be commenting on her
0
...:1 son's death or his role in the
:>.. assassination of President John
·~
Kennedy.
A
Yesterday was the twelfth an0
niversary
of Oswald's death. He
0)
·~
shot
by Jack Ruby while
was
><
Q)
being escorted through the
::;;: Dallas
jail.
In
an
interview with the LOBO
~
Q)
and
KUNM,
Oswald scored
z senators andMrs.
congressmen who
C'i have ignored her letters and
<I>
telegrams calling for a reopening
bll
of the JFK assassination case.
P-t
"From this moment on, I will
no longer have my phone number
listed, I will no longer comment
to any newsmen; my work is
finished," Mrs. Oswald said.
She said she felt powerless and
drained of mental and emotional
strength after twelve years of
defending her son against the
assassination charges.

'

~

"'

"'

I

I

"I am no longer going to
prolong my agony or risk my
emotional stability. I will not
voluntarily answer the
telephone, or open the door to
any strangers as I have done in
the past twelve years," she said.
Mrs. Oswald, who has long
supported the reopening of the
case that was meant to be put to
rest with the release of the
Warren report, said she will be
available for congressional
hearings, but only if subpoenaed.
She said she offered to give information in the past, but had
been neglected and would now
leave the defense of her son in
other hands.
Mrs. Oswald, apparently
reading from prepared remarks
called her statement "historic."
Twelve · years after the
assassination, doubt remains
strong and pervasive that
Oswald was indeed the "lone
assassin" as labeled by the
Warren Commission.

The continuing investigations
into the Nov. 21, 1963 incident
brought another development
yesterday.
The Dallas Morning News
reported the pathologists who
performed the autopsy on Lee
Oswald said there are two
discrepancies which could lend
support to a theory that there
was another person posing as
Oswald.
Oswald defected to Russia in
1959 after service in the Marine
Corps and is said to have returned to this country 18 months
before Kennedy was
assassinated in Dallas.
I!ritish author .Michael Edclowes speculates in his' recent
book that Oswald may have been
replaced by another man.
Marine
records showed
Oswald had a one-inch scar
behind the left ear from a
mastoidectomy and was 5·11. Dr.
Earl Rose, Dallas County
Medical Examiner, told the News
he did not find the mastoidectomy or a scar and that Oswald's
body was 5-9.
In his book Eddowes recommended
officials
exhume
Oswald's body to determine
positive identification through
dental records.
Oswald's mother told the News
she would give her permission to
have her son's body exhumed and
~aid Eddowes "is on the right
track."

Polley for Lip SeNiee-Notleea fUIJ the day
before and the day of the event, space available.
Deadline for noUr:ea b 4:30 p.m. the day before
pubUeatlon,
The LOBO reserves the rf&ht to edit notices and
delete those consldered Inappropriate for tbls
column.
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By United Press International
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Farmers Block Road to Lisbon

~

!<"
,...,
C!>
~

LISBON, Portugal--More than a thousand angry farmers,
protesting illegal Communist-led seizures of land, Monday night
cut the main northern road into Lisbon, adding to Portugal's
growing anarchy.
The move came as military leaders met in emergency session to
deal with strikes: bombings and rebellion in soldiers' ranks and
newspapers said the nation was close to civil war.
The farmers barricaded the main north-south highway at dusk
near Rio Maior, 48 miles north of Lisbon, throwing trucks and
cars across the road. They said they would not leave until the
government changed the Agrarian Reform Law which, they
feared, would lead to seizure of their land.

(;'
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Three uncompromising gifts from
Hewlett-Packard.

Fires Rage in California
GLENDALE, Calif.--A firestorm that "whooshed in like a
freight train" destroyed a dozen homes in the $35,000-60,000
range Monday and sent more than 3,000 persons fleeing in fear in
the mountains north of Los Angeles where 40,000 acres of brush
were consumed.
The fire, worst in the area in five years, was declared a state
disaster area by Gov. Edmund Brown Jr., making residents
eligible for state aid.

The HP-21 Scientific Pocket
Calculator. ~

The RP-22 Business Manage· The RP-25Scientifi .Progr
m~nt ~ock~t Calculator. S165. mabie Pocket Calculator. sws·

~j~dispensi ble new management

Perionns all log and trig functions the
latter in radia~s or degrees; rectan~lar/
polar conversiOn; register arithmetic·
common logs, etc.
'

Puts an id~al combination of financial
~athemabcal and statistical function;
n_ght at your fingertips. Handles
Virtually every computation needed in
~odem business management from
Simple arithmetic to complex timevalue-of~money problems to planning,
forecastmg and decision analysis.

Performs all basic data
manipulationsand executes all functions in one second
or less.

New Low Price

$99.95

PARAMARIBO, Surinam--Bauxite-rich Surinam becomes the
western hemisphere's newest independent state today ending
327 years of Dutch rule but facing a future tense with racial
unrest.
Thousands of Surinamese, particularly East Indians who were
squeezed out of a government coalition two years ago, h5we fled
the country for the Netherlands where they can still legally im·
migrate.
Surinam, formerly known as Dutch Guiana, is about the size of
Florida and is located on South America's northeast coast. It is
the world's fourth largest producer of bauxite.

Pr.ocedures for more than 50
different calculations

in the re~kable owner's handbook.
All you ?o Js key in your data, press the
apprQpnate keys and see the answer
displayed in seconds. Automatically
computes diS?>unted cash flow; per-

mteres~; ~emammg balance; annuities;
depre<:at!On;_ mean-standard deviation;
tre~d-Jmes Om ear regressions); linear
estimates; accumulated interest· rate of
return; amortization; and more. '

BankAmericard
Master Charge
American Express

72 built-in functions and operations:
Keystroke programmability.
The auto':flatic answer to repetitive probIems. SWitch to PRGM and enter your
keystrokes once. Then switch to RUN
and e~ter only the variables needed
each time.

Full editingcapabi'li'ty:.
You can easily review and quickly add
or change steps at will.

~entages;rati~s~proportions;oompound

nedy Prohibited,....,;oo.;

Branching and conditional test
capability.
Eight built-in logic comparisons let you
program conditional branches.

8 addressable memories.
And yo_u can do full register arithmetic
on all eJght

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265-7981

BOSTON --Political assassination plots were expressly
prohibited by President John F. Kennedy, according to one of his
aides.
Richard Goodwin, assistant special counsel to Kennedy, wrote
a column Monday for the Boston Globe, in which he cited a May
29,1961 telegram to the U.S. consul in the Dominican Republic.

"

Kennedy had been told small arms were given to dissidents in
the Dominican Republic, according to Goodwin.
He said part of the draft telegram he wrote said, "We must. not
run the risk of U.S. association with political assassination, smce
the U.S. as a matter of general policy cannot cond?~e
assassination. The last principle is overriding and must prevat!JO
doubtful situations."

No. 58
Vol. 79
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, l\[.M. 87131 :
.Editorial Phone (505) 27•·

·,

4102; 277-4202 .
••
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SPAGHETTI
AND
TOMATO SAUCE
WEDNESDAY'S
MAMA ROSA'S
4811 Central NE 255-6624

The New Mexico Dally Lobo is
Monday through Friday every
of the University
and
_..... -, ..., •• "'
summer session
the
Publications ofthe Unh•ersity
and is not financially

"':id":::"'Aib;•;:,;~;.

Second class postage o
New Mexico 87131. Suhscrh>lion

sto.oo for ihc academic year.

The opinions cxprcssc.d on the
pages of The Daily Lobo arc
author solely, Unsigned (lpininn is
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32 built-in functions and
operations.

Surinam Declares Independence
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BANGKOK, Thailand--Angry Thais burned hundreds of Viet·
namese refugees' homes and shops Monday in the aftermath of
fighting between Thailand and pro-Communist Laos a week ago.
At least one Vietnamese woman was reported dead.
The latest conflict between the two countries facing each other
across the Mekong River began last Monday when pro·
Communist Pathet Lao soldiers sank a Thai patrol boat 315 miles
northeast of Bangkok.

The last edition of the LOBO Student's Art Sub·
mission page will take place next Thursday, Dec.
4, in order to give the ''Thunderbird" a chance.
Unused submissions may be picked up in room 138
o! Marron Hall tllrough the end of the spring
semester.

'<I

0"

More Violence in Thailand

UNM Hang Glider enthusiasts, there wlll be a
meeting Monday, Dec. 1, 7 p.m. rm 231·0, SUB.
Please attend; we need you to help elect officers
for next semester.

1:::
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edlt.orial board of The Daily
printed In The Dally Lobo
represent.s the views of the University

The Hewlett-Packard Calculator Representative will
be in our store December 12 & 13.

Mexico.
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Letter to Jews
By Jay R. Kaufman
Many words and much ink have been spent (some would say mis·spenl)
since the United Nations' Nov. 10 resolution equating Zionism with racism.
It is a source of deep sorrow that so many have mouthed off so much and
produced so little. Of hatred and fear we have seen much from all sides; of
hope and compassion, painfully little from any. Indeed, this is the tragedy
of the U.N. resolution. It has unleashed a public explosion of private
passions and sanctioned the release of our too-often uncontrollable darke1
natures.
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What kinds of arguments do we see running through the inflammato~
rhetoric? Besides appeals to emotions, we see only the argument from
history, alternately stated "Jews were here first," "Israel was created by
the rule of international law," "Israel usurped the Palestinian land,"
"Arabs massacred and continue to persecute Jews" and "Jews
massacred and continue to persecute Arabs." All are only remotely
relevant for the tutu re.

Sad Plight of Old People

'Editor: .
Permit me to comment on
Aurora Lawrence's revealing report
about the sad plight of old people in
Albuquerque (Nov. 21, 1975).

Women As

lt
f

The cruelest hoax perpetrated on
the old is that for their entire lives
they were never valued as human
beings by this capitalist society, but

~Real

Estate'

Editor:
Jon Bowman's letter of Friday the 14th contained some interesting and
probably valid criticisms of China and Mao Tse Tung. But it did not succeed in its mission of rebutting Noel Lambers' opinion, "Playboy Politics"
of the preceding day. Noel did not mention Mao or China and Bowman
had no right to assume that Noel is a "Maoist." (Also, Jon, let's keep ldi
Amin out of this I)
For myself, I heartily concur with Noel's statement that Playboy treats
women as "real estate." Despite some laudable editorial stands, the thrust
of Playboy is to brainwash men into viewing women as sex objects. I was
glad to see "Playboy Politics" in the LOBO.
Ed Newbold

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
/IJCU, YOU've
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only as producers. As long as
people are healthy and perform a
productive role (having a job) they
get the necessities of life to keep
them healthy and productive. Once
they retire they are no longer
valued because they no longer
make a profit for someone else.
Under capitalism the means of
production are used solely to
maximize profits for the owners of
capital, and the worker is only labor
to be thrown out when used up.
But the working people of hand
and brain will not put up with this
·exploitative social system forever.
Capitalism was preceded by
feudalism and it will be replaced by
democratic socialism. Then the
workers will control production and
run it to fulfill human need. A person's work will be his/her contribution to society, and in return
he/she will get back everything that
society has to offer.
Frank Marquart

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy
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Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo

Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion~
of the author ond do not necessarily
teflect the views of the Sl<lff.
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Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
·words, . typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
pu,blication. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please incfude a name, telephone number and address
of a group member.

Manag_ing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Sarah Seidman

Photo Editor
Miguel Gander!
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The facts are clear. Out of the ashes of World War II came a Jewish
state on territory beloved by peoples of many persuasions. Born out of a
real need, the state of Israel has, in turn, created a real need.
Israel is not racist, but it is a Jewish state. In Hitler's Europe, we JeW5
were forced to wear the Star of David to isolate us from society. No peace
and no true antidote to that hatred is possible so long as we remain in
isolation, now proudly wearing that star and keeping others at arms reach.
Whether used as a mark of inferiority or superiority, the Star of David is
abused if it creates an isolating curtain. For whatever reasons and with
whatever historical justifications, that curtain and others like it in the Mid·
die East now threaten the peoples of that area, and, indeed, the world. It is
time to remember that whatever the past history, the future history is still
ours to write. I hope it will not be said that the great issue of peace in this
sensitive area was settled by wars in defense of different interpretations ol
the past. If the United Nations resolution points to anything, it is to the
need for compassion and bold visions of the future.
. '

'

Are such visions possible within the present national and religious boun·
daries in the Middle East? I think not. These demarcation lines are rooted
in fear and hatred and no boundary shifts, however major, that remain
rooted in that soil can hold out any fnbre hope than those we have known
in the past. All religions and many nations of the western world have
besieged Jerusalem to change these borders and to pray there. Perhaps
after nearly five millenia of fighting to reach for heaven, it is time to learn
that heaven cannot be reached from the back of an army. We have too
long killed in the name of our various gods.

'i

Maybe,just maybe;-it is time to live in the name of ourselves. Sure this is
risky: we aren't all that good. The gods we have created are better than we
are, but visions of perfection when used to-justify killing, hatred, and fear
are not visions Of greatness at all.
: j

Maybe, just maybe, it is time to look beyond the nations we ha
created to 'divide ourselves. The flags of nations, like the gods of religions
can indeed inspire us to the greatness which they are intended I
represent.
But by creating divisions among us, they also threaten to cloud the lac
that however different our pursuits of happiness, peace and survival,
are all equal in that we must pursue.

Does this mean an end t~ Israel and the other lands of the Middle Eas'
as we now know them? I think so, but will stied no tears if this is butth
beginning of something better. Situations that produce war after war
hatred upon hatred, UN resolutions of fear, and feelings of hopelessne
are not worth preserving.
We must dare to do better. We must dare to allow Jews to return t
their biblical homeland as well as Palestinians to their family roots. If tht
be dreaming, so be it. I prefer it to the nightmare which is the only altef
native.

News Editor
Jon Bowman

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton · Teresa Coin

I•

Sports Editor
Harold Smith
Business Manager
Harry Chapman

KUNM-FM 90.1

Dec. -Jan. Program Guide

Special Supplement to the Daily LOBO
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KUNMSPECIALTV SHOWS

I

. LA MOVIDA LATINA is the expression' of the

S~anish speaking people--their music, literature,

'

· If playing c.lubs is your gig, you know the choices you face in pic:king PA equipmenl. Either a couple
· of monster cabinets that weigh a loli and take up half I he stage, or some nit:e, slim, light columns I hat
unforhmately are a little lightweight on sound, too. And the control head is either so cluttered with
gizmos thai it takes five minutes to find the volume knob, or else it's so basic: it won't do everything
~n~it~.
.
·
Now Cerwin-Vega has a neat new solution lo your PA,problems-thu MM-3/V-30 c:ombination that·
gives you more power and versatility than a lot of the biggies. with the portability of a lightweight.
Effic:iency is what the MM-3 system is all about. and that lransl_ates into more useful features per buc:k,
and more sound per pound.
.
.
Where else can you find a compact and affordable PA system with all these important feah1res?
-a built-in professional quality limiter, so you can run LOUD without the danger of distortion on
sudden peaks.
.
-a unique "Freq-Oul" feedback eliminator that's more effective than lone controls. sw11ches. and
most graphic equalizers for suppressing feedbac:k. I:=asicr to use, loo.
. .-a switchable. 20 dB pad on each of thP 8 channels. Very important for keeping extra "hot" microphones from overloading ~he preamp, but many mixers don't have it.
-a special "Preview" system that lets you listen to any combination of channels you ch~se through the
. .
buill-in headphone amplifier-without disturbing normal operation!
-a hefty 275 walls RMS with less than 0.25% distortion -wilh the same ultra-rugged power amplifier circuit thai's shaking movie theaters all over the world in EARTHQUAKE!
.
-our best selling, V-30 speaker systems, with a 15" woofer and burnout-protected h1gh frequency horn. At least four times as efficient as the column speakers you're probably familiar
with. plus whole exira octaves of bass and treble response and better dispersion, too!
And thai's just a partilil' list of the MM-3/V-30 system's standard features. When y~ur
needs grow, you'll appreciate the system's versatility even more. Want lo use low Impedance mics? We've gol a low cost conv~r!er that installs in minutes and c~mes ready !o
accept a plug-in snake cord for remote m1xmg. Need more power? Just plug Ill exira amps
and speakers. Want to run a separate monitor system? The MM-3 is ready. with a separate
monitor level control and output. And you can patch in equalizers, eledronic crossovers, or
accessory·echo or effects devices any time you need them.
·
.
•
So before you buy. any PA, i~'ll pay you lo check oullhe M~·~/V-~0 f1r~t. If you _thought you couldn I
gel a really high qualify system for this kind of mone~, you re Ill for a mce surpnse!
•
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h1story and ideas. La Movida Latina is Monday
night at nine. .
THE HOME OF HAPPY FEET is the roots of
American ml;lsic. Hear folk, bluegrass and country-western music on Tuesday night at nine.
HOME COOKJN' is the blues, in all its shades
and all its tones. Wednesday ':light at nine.
'
THE LIGHT THAT JAZZ LIT presents the fiery
sounds of non-mechanical music flowing. Thursday night at nine .
HOT LIX is cruisin' on sharp air waves, rock n'
before it grew its hair. Saturday night at five.
ueststoo.
SOMETHING CLASSIC is· the music which
its composers. Subtle melodies Sunday
in the morning.
·

I•U<IIV!Hl

•
THE SINGING WIRE is the music of Native
Hear the world through new ears on
~Un1dav at 5:30.
o ";

••• i
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Mastercharge, BAC, layaway, Guarailt""':'
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WOMANTIME is a show for, b.y. arid
Sunday night 4teight..

~urne,n

·~bout

j

THE HOUSE THAT ~AZZ BUILT is jazz. You
have to read Downbeat to appreciate jazz.
•un,r~,..,at nine.
THE ROCK: Fridaze 9pm-1atn. A chip off the old
as KUNM presents the beast (best) of rock
roll, old 'n' new 'n' futuristic. Get a piece of the
as Albuquerque flies down and lands at
NM every Friday night for four hours of acKUNM: the boulder one .

;'jj,
NEWS: Regina Belser, Danny Hembree, Joanne.
dialogue was sought by Ms. Friedan for the purHerrera, Mike Kroth, Doris Martinez, Joseph·
• pose of "sharing with somepne:wiser, older,. .. my
Monahan, Lewis Moore, John Pray, Buck
own groping fears that the Women's Movement
Rawlings, Bill Reichert, Jim Stansbury, Jon
was
coming to a dead end." The dialogue will be
Ward, John Wilson, and Oliver Wrath.
"simulated" on Womantime. December 21st will
KUNM NEWS is at 9ain, 1pm and 5pm.
bring five women to the airwaves who share
UPI NEWS is at 1,7,9, and 11 ante meridiem, and
their reactions to emotional loss and compelling
at 1,5 and 9 post meridiem.
circumstances. This program was funded by the
National Endowment for the Arts, won an Obie
KUNM PERSONALS: We announce rides ofAward and is a Pacifica program. Three days affered only, lost pets and found pets in the
ter Christm<Js, Womantime will be mostly music
Albuquerque area. You can hear KUNM peron December 28th.
sonals at 9:30 a.m. and at 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
ON THE COVER: "KUNM? I wouldn't listen to
anything else... "
WOMANTIME will be usurped by a special on
IF YOU would like to correspond with us our
December 7th, but the rest of the month, to finish
address is:
'
out 1975, looks like this: December 14th features
"SEX, SOCIETY, AND THE FEMALE DILEMMA",
KUNM FM--90.1
a dialogue between Simone de Beauvoir and BetNew Mexico Union Building
ty Friedan. Published in the Saturday Review, the
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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The leader .. Always has been

Authorize
Factory
Sale

A2300S.

The
Fundamental
Teac.
Special Features
•3 Motor 3 Heads
•Touch Button Logic
Circuitry··
•Separate Bias and
·EO Switches

,.

·roc···

fullyunfrom
or pu~hue.
any TEAC TAPE•
da~

wl~h
~::.::::~::::;·~~~~:~,-;:::;;,.
DECK ntllrnt'd
lOiaJT&Jrty card and lffi¢1l

M91ED Cart.

Lowest Price Ever
R e g $549 50

.

nt authorlr.ed .k~ atallon will be
n'~ml r""' ofcha~fordefed.lln wctk.
manlhlp or mal.l!rial 11w aa~ appr,,.. lQ
TEAC car mrYO d«b for a period 11l one }'eU,
Thb .,uranty only ~»vtol'l TEAC plllduet.~ pu,-.
th~

GarranlZ92
With Shure

.

s a Ie

In the USA.w

$

cc(

c
r cc
I • . . • 1· 6_9_() 16.:9 9.-'9.=6=-6---/-E: -c c c
KR- 9 9 4 0 FOUR-CHANNEL RECEIV

Same Features as KR-9940 Except
40 Watts TMS x 4 Onto 8 ohms 20K Hz)
with no less than 0.5. total
harmonic distortion

Reg. $699.95

SAL.gE $575
TEACA2340

88

Similar to 3340
But has 7% ips and 3%
7" reel
Reg. $889.50

SALE

TEAC33'105
It's not a tape deck.
It's a musical instrument that expands

your creativity.
It's the TEAC 4-channel 3340S. The one
with Simui-Sync and accessory mixdown
panel
You can overdub, sweeten, echo,
cross echo, stereo echo, ping-pong, stack
tracks and mhcdown, And you can wind up
with 4 discrete channels containing 9 tracks
of no more than two generations.

.
'
'

~I

.

Technics

. -;-...:-·~.~ ..
.-.-i

Features
•Dolby System
eMemuryRewind
•Pause Control
•Input/output Slide Controls

$

•

Super Features
15 ips & 71h
10Y:z Reel

Reg. $1

For
·the man
Shure Vl5111 ·
Super Track Plus
with
Q 9- t'Qc k ·
Reg. 76.95
mind.

""'hithe finest reproduction in any playback equipment.
10 quantities last,
• vv

,:

:

Reg. $499.95

'

. . ...,-::_.,,

NO

~ KENWCCC

Some Items
Limited Quantities

One Only
KR-5:340

104·Walt UHF/, AM/FM, 'Two-Four' Receiver

SALE

'

!

$

If purchased separately. ·
KP-1022
$109.95
Shure M91ED $54.95

AM/FM-STEREO RECEIVER

35 Watts Per Channel, Minimum RMS at 8 ohms
20-20k Hz with no more than 0.5% Total Harmonic Distortion

Bonanza "Sale Price

Sale $

$

KENWOOC KR-5400

88

Reg. $359.95$
A High-Quality Turntable For The
BUdget-Minded Audiophile

Kenwood KR-4400 Stereo Receiver
25 RMS Watts per channel (both channels driven, 8 ohms 20-20kHz)

ShureM9IED

Fe~r~~.:::un~~:~::i:~:~tip N0
$

r

I

Reg.
$219.95

mass. For 3,4 to ·1 V2 grams tracking.

List 54.95

Hours Mon- Fri: 10 a.rrl.- 9 p.m.

.m.

KENWOOO KR-2400

Sale Price
.1

·"'

~ , . . ._...,. . . {€·€€<: £

AM/RM-STEREO RECEIVER

Watts per Channel RMS Continuous Power Output
at 1 kHz, both channels into B·ohm load

Sun 12 Noon..-.. 5 p.m.

I

I

SALE·

Reg. $1149.50

Sat 10 a.m. -1

Sp~cial SALE

limited Ouantites

-j' "•" .. 0·'

.

$

byPanasonic

$

(Special Features)
•Built in CD-4 Demodulator
. •Built in SO Decoder with wave-matching
and variable blend logic
•Built in RM Decoder
•Direct - Coupled Amplifiers
•Famous ASO Protection Circuitry

$

Some Items

..

Reg. $974.95

Special Sale

Also A2300 SO With Dolby

.

With no less than 0 5% E~50;MISHWattsx4(rnto.8ohms.20 20kHz)
•
. a o a
armon~e Distortion

·

$

88

Bonanza
SALE Price

{. .

Reg. $279.95
.
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Blasts fro In the ·Past
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YOUR CAMPUS SOUND
CENTER FOR 26 YEARS
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December 7
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December21
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10:00
Selections from Part One, Handel's
uMessiah"
10:30
Medieval English Christmas Carols

10~28

l1l

~

Early English Music-Selections from the
Young Tradition
10:46
BACH: Brandenburg Concerto No.6

~

l1l

z
0
,...,

11:43
BRITTEN: Festival Te Te Deum
11:53
.
HANDEL: Harpsichord Suit No.1 in A
12:00
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra
Yoshimi Takeda, c.
Dave Brubeck and sons, guest artists
WEBER: Jubilee Overture
BRUBECK: They All Sing Yankee
Doodle; Brandenburg 8; Light. in the
Wilderness; Out of the Way
HANSON: Merry Mount Suite

)\
,."":

1:35
LISZT: From "Weihnachtsbaum" for solo
piano
2:05
POULENC:·Two Motets for Christmas
2:10
BEREZOWSKY: Christmas Festival
Overture

...

10:38
HANDEL: Water Music
11:08
MENDELSSOHN: Hebrides Overture
11:19
ELGAR: Sea Pictures; op. 37
11:43
DEBUSSY: La Mer
12:06
VAUGHAN· •WILLIAMS: A Sea Sym·
·'phony
:12:51
. '; ·;, ""
. .
·:,
... BRITTEN: Noyes Fludde .. ·
1:~
.
.
HOVHANESS: And God Created Great
,Whales
·• .•. •

.. .•

2:50
.
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 4 in A
!Italian)

.'
L,

/""'--

3:20
·suoSTAKOVICltr ·Piano Quartet",op. '57

~-~,
'-'<.._ -

10:00
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No.15 in D

11:30
BATIE: Sports & Entertainments: L1
Belle Excentrique; Veritable Flabby In·
terludeS:

December 28

10:00
SA TIE: Garnet d'equisses et de Croquis
10:22
RAVEL: Daphnis Chloe suite
COLLECTION OF MUSIC .DUBBED
·"H20 VARIATIONS"!

2:20
BRAHMS: Double Concerto in A

January 4

11:10
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory

2:20
.
BACH: Cantata No. 64
10:20
2:45 '' '
• ' · •· '· ; · ,;
. · '· '1Y :Jt~Np,ll}J;;_;.,JA~lleg~o ed II Penseroso
SCHUTz:'The c'llristmas Story
· ·"
12:00
ALBUQUERQUE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
•
Yoshimi Takeda, c.
Leonard Rose, cello
MOZART: Symphony No. 38 in D
TCHAIKOVSKY: Rococco Variations
BLOCH: Schelomo
COPLAND: El Salon Mexico
10:00
HANDEL: Concerto Grosso No. 10, op. 6 1:30
10:15
PROKOFIEV: Quintet, op. 39
BACH: Brandenburg Concerto No.4
10:30
2:00
VIVALDI: Recorder Sonata No. 6 op. 13
MAHLER:
Kindertotenlieder
10:40
TELEMANN: Trio Sonata for Recorder,
2:30
Violin and Continuo
ALFONSON EL SABIO: Two Cantigas de
10:45
SantaMaria

December 14

1:51
VARESE: Deserts
END "H20 VARIATIONS'' .

I

1

3:00
..
, BERG: Lyric Suite for String Quartet
(1926)
At the request period (3:30), we will air
the German Broadcasters' program
featuring Busoni's Braunfels.

"I

I
ADVENT

BRITTEN: Ceremony of Carols

1:30
. BEETHOVEN: Les Adieux Sonata
2:00.
MAHLER: Symphony No. 5 in Csharp.
minor

I'

let Our Expertise And Twenty-Six
Years Experience Help YOU Select
Sound Best For YOU

RECOMMENDS

12:05
Medieval European Christmas Motets and
Renaissance German Christmas Music
12:35
RAMIREZ: Missa Criolla
1:10

~

MUSIC FOR A "SUMMER CONCERT"
PROKOFIEV: Summer Day Suite
11:00
BERLIOZ: Summer Nights, op. 7
11:30
DELIUS: In a Summe.r Garden/Summer
night on a River
11:45
BARBER: Summer Music, o"p. ;u
12:00
.;....;
BEETHOVEN: Sympi)ol)y NQ. 6
.1
:~
···';
END ·MUSIC FOR A ''SUMMER CON·
CERT"
12:.40·
.
'
.
. , WAGNER: Flying· Dtitchmano' OvertJJre
and Overture· to "Die Meistersinger" · .
1:00
.
BERG: Thre'e Seen es from "W ozzeck"
1:20
SltOSTAKOVWH: Song of the Forests
.2:00
RAVEL: String Quart.¢t
2:30
HINDEMITH: The Four Temperaments
(variations for piano and strings)
3:00
MOZA~T:. Clarinet
'
.Concerto

2:40
BUSONI: Two Scenes from "Doktor
Faust"

.-January 11
"·:'
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SMILES, GltOTESQUES
DEVILS IN M_!JSIC
..

fi:t~_._.,

...

l'!. ~--;~ .• -..;

B·!·C

MciN-TOSH
. I ..

12:10
DEBUSSY: The Golliwog's Cake-Walk

NIKKO

·.

12:15
STRAVINSKY: Circus Polka

I

I

TANDBURG

I
YAMAHA

1:3.5
MAHLER: Scherzo from Symphony
Rondo Burlesque from Symphony No.

•

....

2:20
STRAUSS; .. Til
Pranks

.'J

.'

10:00
:···. :• . ' : ;:
L. MOZART: A Toy Symphony

. . .•

,

. ....
"

10:25
MOZART: A Musical Joke
10:45
STRAVINSKY: Pultinella Suite
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One Block East of.UNM
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.

·,3011 Monte ·Vista NE.

Eulenspiegels
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3:00
MUSSORGSKY: From "Pictures at
Exhibition':

3:15
PDQ BACH: Oratorio "The Season
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2:40 .
SHOSTAKOVICH: Golden Age Suite
10:20
RAMEAU: a Poule

,_

;-
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. •Check Our Speciai Sale•
Marantz and Pioneer Receivers
• Save Up to $200 •.
•Sony and TEAC Tape Decks•.
•Specials On Blank Tape,
Accessories, and Shure

•

AND; LITTLE

,·:,_

s·from $300

.1
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Other

2:00
'
WEILL: From the "Threepenny
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$49000
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NAKAMICHI·

12:20
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Lelio or the Return to Life

Your Best Investment
In Stereo Equipment
If you had all the money in
the world, but didn't want to
invest any more than you
had to for a really good
stereo system, we would
recommend our Yamaha,
Advent, BIC, system.

·
An Exciting New System·
NIKKO
The . criteria for selection were
quality performance, reliability, and
value. This system wilf .fill your room
with full, rich sound ·at all. -listening
levels..
·
·

.I

12:00
PETRASSI: "Nonsense" Limericks for
Voices

z

<.o
....:;,

Other Systems to $9000

J.B~L.

-~~

.!"'

....

$59000_

I
BOSE
I

11:45
·~;:,
•
OFFENBACH: from "Orpheus in the Un·
derworld"

"'

"'
....

1::1

11:00
Four Villancicos of Antonio Soler
11:40
HONEGGER: Une Cantate de Noel

10:58
Spiritual Music of the 15th and 16th CenI'<S
P-. turies
German Broadcasters Association
11:28
BRITTEN: Rejoice in the Lamb
l1l

1:>.0

'

HOUSE

HOLIDAY BROADCAST

10:00
Baroque music of England
Belgian Radio and Television

'1:1
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.·· Herb:&· Aileen Briggs
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DEC. 1: KUNM presents an Neruda's Canto General with a
Q)
..0 exclusive interview with film cri- Chilean Symphony orchestra and
tic Arthur Knight. Knight opera company. Comments on
Q)
discusses
the artistic develop- the production from Pacifica's
:>
0
ment of the cinema, and focuses Eric Ba uersfeld.
on the differences between
DEC. 16:. NAVAHO STRIP
c
and
American MINE-Coal gasification in the
..0 European
0 cinematic trends.
• .":l
Four Corners area of New
DEC. 2: DOMESTIC IN- Mexico will bring with it cultural
>.
:;:::l TELLIGENCE-This
program and economic shocks to the
o:l
highlights
discussion
held
at the traditional Navaho life. Besides
~
Assassination
Information
0
...,
this there is the question of scarBureau
convention.
The
FBI's
·~
ce water needed to construct the
~
Q)
COINTELPRO is given the plants. This and more on in~ spotlight.
dustrialization of Indian lands.
DEC.
3:
"BIG
MAN"
is
a
~
DEC. 17: THEATRE
Q)
musical play by the late Can- NOW -The social and political
nonball Adderley, based on the role of theatre is the .central
C'i
..... legend of John Henry. Adderley theme with Julian Beck (Living
Q)
considered this work to be one of Theatre), Judith Malina (Living
b.O
o:l
his most important. "Big Man" Theatre), and Joe Chaikin (forp.,
will be aired in its entirety, in- merly of the open theatre),
cluding music, lyrics and providing the answers.
dialogue.
·DEC. 18: UPI ROUNDDEC. 4: WORMS IN THE BIG TABLE- A discussion with a
.APPLE-A provocative view of
the New York City fiscal mess.
WBAI interviews various charac·
ters in the city, including union
representatives. The
corpora,tions are blamed for
devising some of the problem.
DEC. 8: ARGENTINA:
STATE OF SIEGE-Labor
unions in Latin America are
being manipulated by the
AFL-CIO with the help of our
omnipresent CIA. Tune in for a
close look at just how America
builds its influence.
· DEC. 9: CONTEMPORARY
ITALIAN
MUSIC-This
program presents a cross-section figure in the news from UPI's
of Italian music that ranges from Washington bureau.
the revolutionary to the existenDEC. 22: .EDMUND CARtial. Quite lyrical says Pacifica.
PENTER, an anthropologist, film
DEC. 10: A GUIDE TO WIT- maker, writer and teacher, talks
CHHUNTERS-This is a guide about the media, their effect on
through the days of the 15th cen- primitive and civilized ·peoples,
tury when witchcraft pre- how anthropology itself tends to
occupied itself with the evils of exploit the cultures it studies,
sex and liberalism ..Perhaps it's and how there are cultural difstill timely today.
•
ferences which cannot be
DEC. 11: A FRIEND OF bridged. (ZBG)
KAFKA's-Isaac
Bashevis
DEC. 23: AUTHOR AND
Singer describes the colorful MUSICIAN
ROSALIE
comings and goings of a down SORRELS talks and sings about
and out actor in Warsaw in the her adventures. A grand old
early 30's. Our threadbare whiskey-drinking, song-singing,
thespian tells of accompanying sitting-around-telling-stories ti·
the chronicler of paranoia to a me. (ZBS)
whore house. It's an interesting
DEC. 24: OPEN
talk by Singer and he also anDEC. 25: Usurping Public Afswers questions at the end about fairs, KUNM will bring you some
the strange life of Franz Kafka.
local performances of Classical
DEC-. 15: CANTO music. Merry Xmas.
GENERAL-An
unusual
DEC. 29: DAVID AMRAM,
operatic adaptation of Pablo composer-in-residence with the

s
z

z

New York Philharmonic and
recording artist explores the
philosophy of music as an art,
craft and form of communication,
(ZBS)
DEC. 30: KUNM· PRESENTS
FLORYNCE KENNEDY, founder of the Feminist party and
prominent Black Lawyer. "If
men could get pregnant, abortion
would be sacrament."
DEC. 31: NEW YEAR'S EVE,
ON 90.1. A leader in the Destructivist Art~Dovement begins the
countdown to midnight at 8:30
with the destruction of an
upright piano. Two curators from
the Tate Gallery provide the
commentary. (ZBS)
JAN. 1: TO START YOU OFF
on a gentle musical foot for 1976,
KUNM will do some more
Classical music in the evening,
with
local
performances
featured.
JAN. 5: UPI ROUNDTABLE
DISCUSSION
JAN 6: ORGANIZED CRIME:
THE Pervasive Connections between organized crime and
politicians is said to be a major
factor in American political
developments. Dr. Peter Dale
Scott and Jeff Gerth put forth
their timely but slightly
exaggerated view of what all this
can lead to.
JAN. 7: LES LEVINE, an
originator of "conceptual" art,
was one of the .first artists on the
New York Scene to work with
television. Levine talks about
television as a mirror for the
human race. (ZBS)
JAN. 8: KATHLEEN
FRASER: Ms. Fraser reads h(lr.
poetry to a UNM audience.
JAN. 12: HORTENSIA BUSS!
DE ALLENDE: The widow of
Salvador Allende details CIA and
Pentagon involvement in the
overthrow of her husband in
Chile. Ms. Allende also talks on
the place of multinationals in the
political fate of Chile.
JAN. 13: FLORENCIO MERCED: More on the CIA, this time
in Puerto Rico. Merced says his
homeland is a prime economic
colony of the U.S. and is heavily
infiltrated by the CIA. A
bilingual program.
• The remaining public affairs
programs for January will be
published in the LOBO at a later
date. For any program changes
or information tune in to KUNM.
All programs air at 7:00p.m.

'

La Movida Latina

.~

JF'I"}~toM
Turn your radio dial to KUNM 90.1 FM at 9:00p.m.
every Monday night and you will hear a variety of Latin
musical styles on the program La Movida Latina. When
we say Latin, we mean music from South America.
Mexico, our own Southwestern communities, Puerto
Rico, Spanish flamenco, and mucho, mucho mas.
Latin music comes in jazz, classical, Indian, rock, soul,
and many other forms. Along with the music there is
discussion of the history and ideas of the Latino people,
their art and literature, and their sentimientos (meaning
their deepest feelings).
La Movida Latina is an attempt to reach the Spanish
speaking community in Albuquerque as- well as a fl. who•
are interested in the Chicano way of life. As soon as we
move to the crest (ya mero!) we'll be reaching communities all around the state. Drop us a line or give us a
call with any ideas or feelings you have about the
program.
Monday nights from 9 until 1 a.m. La Movida Latina,

ti.

rest Yet

The long awaited move of KUNM's transmitter and antenna to the
top of Sandia Crest· should happen while winter blows ov~r
Albuquerque. It's still one of those things we can't put a date on but If
you live four to forty blocks away from us and can't hear us, but suddenly in the dead of night your radio beams at you loud & clear,
you'll know what's happened.
Some of the many things we hope to do when we are equivalent to a
100,000 watt station, include· record giveaways, airing of special
programs that we've hidden away for the occasion, the Firesign
Theatre's "Let's Eat" radio shows, a mystery series sponsored by the
Hi·Fi House, and more live programming.
·

10:00
NADERMAN: Sonata No. 3for Harp

11:58
BRITTEN: Nocturnal, op. 70

10:07
Anonymous Vilanella

12:16
ORFF: Street Song

10:13
ALBENIZ: Sonata in D for Harp

12:56
!BERT: Concertina da Camara

10:16
TELEMANN: Six Fantasies for Flute

~·
1{):39
BACH: Partita No.2 in d for violin
11:03
MUDARRA: Tres Libros de Musica en
Ciftas para Vihuella
11:25
RODRIGO: Concierto Aranjuez

1:09
STRAVINSKY: Orpheus
1:39
CARTER: Sonata for Cello and Piano
2:00.
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet
in Bflat

No~

3:00
SCHOENBERG: Verklaerte Nacht

10:00
Selections of Renaissance Lute Music

As usual, between 3:30 and 5:30, we are
open to your classical requests.

10:26
SA TIE: Piano Music

SOMETHING CLASSIC INVITES
YOU TO HELP CELEBRATE TilE

11 ;00
PURCELL: The Fairy Queen

HOLIDAYS ON Sunday, Dec, 7th as ~ve
broadcast live from Keller Hall in the FIDe
Arts Center beginning at 8:15.

1:00
BEETHOVEN: Trio for Piano, violin and
Cello in Gop 1 No.2
·

A special program of baroque
performed by students and faculty fro~
UNM will fill KUNM's airwaves untl

1:27
STRAUS'S: Death and Transfiguration,
op.24
13
2:00
MUSSORGSKY: The Fair at Sorochinsk:
a comic opera

jailed because of an arbitrary
decision.
Under present faw it is a crime
for a government worker· to
revea! cl~s~ified cryptography to
any Individual or to disclose
classified information to a Communi~t or foreign agent. SB~l
would expand the law making it a
crime punishable by up to three
years in jail, for an official to
reveal classified information to
anyone.
Thelen's view conflicts with
that of Sen, Birch Bayh (D. Ind.)
who is a member of the Senate
Judiciary Committee where the
b!ll is ~ow awaiting consJderatron. Bayh's press
secretary, Jim Wise, said the
senator is introducing 11 amendments to SB-1 and two of them
pertain to classified information.

All thos~ interviewed by the
LOBO agreed SB-1 would be
h~avily amended both in Committee and when it reaches the
floor of the Senate.
Senate Minority Leader Hugh
Scott (R-Penn.) also plans to introduce amendments pertaining
t? the classified information sectwns of the bill. Pat Agnew aide
to the Senator, said Scott has
met with representatives from
several reporters organizations
and has been persuaded that
amen?ments are necessary.
Scott IS also looking at the rest of
the bill to. make sure no
repres~1ve aspects of the
I~Islat10n are left ignored
Agnew said.
'
I I

,

I ;

Bayh's main amendment Wise
said, would require the g~vern
men t to pro v e r e I e as e of
classified documents was done
"with. the intent to damage the
secur1ty of the U.S."
If the government could not
show that information was
released with intent other than
under Bayh's amendment, the
release of the information would
not be criminal.
Bayh, who recently announced
his candidacy for the Demc.eratic
presidential nomination, will not
support SB-1 unless his amendments are accepted by the committee.
All four members of the New
Mexico congressional delegation
have voiced their opposition to protest been heard concerning
SB-1 and have called for the the measure.
rewriting of the bill so it would
Thelen admitted some of the
not infringe on basic, democratic provisions, including the reinrights.
stitution of the death penalty and
the reaffirmation of prostitution
as a criminal act, may be behind
contemporary standards but he
Thelen believes the massive
legislation has flaws but said said the purpose of the bih was to
anytime Congress is dealing with condense what laws were already
on the books and get rid of the
a ?ill the magnitude of SB-1 "you
ones that were "clearly outwdl end up with differences of dated."
·
opinion." Thelen also said the
can only do so much at
legisl~tion would not deprive one"You
time, you change what needs
Amencans of basic freedoms sin- changing," Thelen said.
ce anything included in the
measure would be subject to
court review and will have to
mee~ standards already set in
DO YOU NEED
prev1ous court cases.
Another of Bayh's amendments would make sure the
Earn $ 10 a week
g?vernment had no property
rights to classified information.
donate twice weekly
The amendment, as outlined by
Wise, would prevent the government from going to court against
an employee on the grounds he
Po.ssessed stolen property. Wise
5aid the proposal was drafted in
response to the Pentagon Papers
case where Daniel Ellsberg was
charged with' possessing stolen
Property when he· obtained and
DONOR CENTER
~Ubseguently released the papers
'".volvmg the nation's policy on
Vietnam,
8 am to 5 pm
Thelen told the LOBO SB-1
Tuesday-Saturday
~as reported out of the Criminal
aws and Procedures sub~?inm~ttee Oct. 21. He said the
DOCTOR IN
bd! Will probably be considered
~ the Senate Judiciary ComRESIDENCE
nuttee by February.

CASH?

PLASMA

842-6991
10:00 p.m. You can either sit,a~ hom.ewith
your radio at 90.1 or you can JOID .us m
son. Either way we hope you will
for a unique evening of
program pieces will be announced
week before the show, so be sure to
listen.

us:~~;o~~n~~~ns;l~fnwto~ens of_ varieties and

fruits, etc., is as high in fata~lrams and nuts,
~~sbsuga;-coated . cereals in ~~~~~r~ ss~~;e~f

~~~~:~1~:lt ~~s!t~t:r ~h:nh~t~ r:~:~:id p~~~t~~tt;

roughag~ to ~~se sd~ptply
1e , many more vitamins and

Yoghurt, which costs 55
t f
.
~es (pl~~n) in health food st~~~s~ c~~ ~~~~~:~t
~~r as Ittle ~s 35 cents in a standard superket, a savmg of about 34 per cent It . t
th.at some _groceries carry these milk, r~~u~~e
With _chemical a_dditives but Nasby finds a ea s
solutwn to th1s problem m k
sy
(D' t'
• a e your owni
lrec wns: Heat milk to almost b T
.
coo_! until warm to touch. Mix a tab!ol mg andf
plam y h t .
espoon o
.
og u; .with three tablespoons of the
milk, _then mJx mto the rest of the milk. Pour in
contamers and keep warm 110 d
•
egrees
Fahrenheit, for 8. 12 houl'S.)
l'!asbyl called vitamins "cheap insurance for
d
ea t mg ousy "
t'll d
• an warned that nutritionists
~ ~· 0 not kno~ the effects of the massive pill
In¥ and pill combinations used by
Aamencans.
f "Vit~mins are natural only when they are
ound. ~~ food. When you put a vitamin in ill
form.lt IS no longer in its natural environm~nt
and IS, the\efore, unnatural. A pill is never
balanced to the amount your body needs
bec~use each pers.on has a different diet. We
ca~ t cure the natwn's ills with a pill" N sb
Said.
• a. Y

AlBUQUERQl:JE•

M;"Jkers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry

OlDTOWN

J307 CENTRAL NE
I
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Stu~iesJ, by Friday Dec. 5 or call217·2530 to make

ar:anf!emcnts to have it picked up iC you can't
bnng tt yourscl(, This is very important!

·~~

'1:1
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~
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llq

(Continued from page 1 )

SB-1 ~as ~een going through
the legJslatJve process since
1968. !n. that year the Brown
Co~m1ss~on headed by former
Cahforn1a Gov. Pat Brown
beg~n studying the prospect of
puttmg all federal criminal law
mto one piece of legislation. In
1_971 the Commission released its
fmal rep?rt setting in to motion
the draftmg and hearing process.
Fo; ~our and one-half years the
Cnmi~al Laws and Procedures
Comm1ttee, a subcommittee of
-the Senate Judiciary Committee
heard testimony from a broad
spectrum of officials.
Attorney General John Mitchell and Richard Kleindienst
helped guide the bill through the
Students please return DlA DE LA RAZA sur·
hearings and only recently has veys to the Conscjo Office, 1815 Roma (Chicano

BLOOD

January 25
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Nation Seeks Health 1n
•
Food

/C(IOtinucd fi'Qm page 1)

£Continued from page 10)

~anuary

-~---

.. . ..

... Senate Bill One

Dec. -·Jan. Public Affairs

-~~-

She considers many mineral supplements
especially magnesium, because the ~
~ ects. of the substances are not yet known
Certamly with vitamins A and D, it has heed ~
~roved you can overdose. There has been one ><~·
?cun:ented abortion from an overdose of 0"'
Vltamm C," Nasby said, "We know A and D are t:!
f~Zhsoluhle (_the;v can be stored in the body), and
a. ou_gh ~o~hmg has been proven et on '<:""
Vltamm E, 1t 1s also fat-soluble
Y
t"
0
. "Th_ey . just haven't prov~d that lots of 0"
~!tamms do anything. America's problem in diet 0
IS too much saturated fat (meat butter etc )
and too ~u~? refined sugar. We e~t too m~ch ;f -<0
everythmg, she said.
s
Vitamins at the cheapest discount dru
0"
s~ore~ range from $1.19 for 100 multipl!
Vitamins to $6.98 for 100 vitamin E tablets I\:)
C~ewable protein pills cost $2.29 for 200 and .a:n
......
go up as you try a regular drug or h~alth <J:J
fprlcdes
oo store.
a:n
Jl!any health food stores offer karma with '""
their p~oducts, insisting a communal or
co?peratJve atmosphere makes their food supphe~ more nourishing spiritually and
physiCally.
"T}lere . hasn't been much study of what
relatJ~r;sh!p emotions or attitudes have on how
we utJhze fo~d. Of course, your body always
works better m a pleasant atmosphere without
stress, _but I certainly wouldn't pay for it, it is
so~ethmg you can do yourself," Nasby said. "A
variety of foods is the key to diet--exercise and
good food habits do give you a choice."

d~ngerous,

I

"'

~.

.

z
"'
"'"'

t
Financial statements for all ASUNM 8
candidates will be due no lat.cr than 4 p m ~a de

ncsday, Nov, 26, rm 242, SUB. Wed. i~ ai~o ~h~
last day to contest the results oft he election,
World Hunger? There is something you can do
Stop by our ~ble In or outside the SUB. We hav~
so~e suggestions, Coalition to Ease World Star·
vat10n (CHEWS,.
Rcsidenee Hall students arc reminded to •omplcte
d b · h
•
an
su
mtt
t
eir
residence
hall
room
board.renewal materials by 4 p.m .. Friday, Dec,and
5,
Submtt forms to Housing Reservations r,

' fM1'RAK group rates arc offered through OR·
C 'rm, 248, SUB, Tel. 277-5605.30 reserved seats
depart. for Chicago & New York City December
20• at 1 p.m. Round lrfp prices to Chicago-$107
and New York-$179.

UNM Mountnfn Club meeting Tues., Nov. 2S,

7 =30 p.m., SUB, rm. 129. Movie on climb or Mt.
M_cKmle:Y-Donoll. Also trips for Thanksgiving
WJIJ

be diSCUl:lsed.

_The
o( Saudi Arabia·a "'Uilurai
fa'im
UNM Democrats meet every Wednesday night,
11 b Kingdom
h
"'
7_p.m. rm 231-C sun. Anyone interested is in·
WI
e s own at the International Center, Tuc9.,
~v·~''"'d._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:_P::os::•d::'·:_:2:::•d:_::Floor,
• ~
Nov. 25,7:30 p.m. Presented by the Arab Student.
_
- - - - - - : - - - - - - - c i _ u b ..~d~,~~: ..._ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~

~~~~

ON CAMPUS

ROOM&BOARD
for less than

ssso per day*
*EVEN LOWER FOR
RENEWING FALL RESIDENTS

It's a wise move into the residence halls
an~ the price is right. Space is available '
for the Spring Semester.

$643.00 (Plus a room deposit{~::~JLJL~-WBM~
is the total price for a double room <~~.
and meals on a seven day basis.
'"''i~......~~~~
You Figure It Out And Move In!

HOUSING RESERVATIONS
La Posada

2nd Floor

277-2606
'

I

L·

....
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Wolfpack Loses Exhibition
By Harold Smith
f -r~\ UNM ba~ketball team
al e 0 stop the mvasion of the
Yugoslavians into Universit
~rena r.:ronday night as they los~
Its openmg cage battle 65-62
"We're about as 'bad ~s I
thought we were," Lobo Coach
Norm Ellenberger said after th
game. "Our problem is f e
damental. We don't have souund
ba~ketball execution.
n
We did not know how hard we
had to play to be successful"
Ellenberger said he w'
t
satisfied with any aspect a:f ~~
game. The loss was the first be
an Ellen berger-led UNM team ·y
.
an ex h1'b'ltJOn
game,. This teamm
h?wever, is the European cham:
pwns, and fell to nationally
ra~ked Kentucky by a single
<}: pomt.
,
\ \
Kresimir Cosic of Brigham
1
.··If
· ,w·
~oung and WAC fame was a star4 ,t,'
tmg. forward for Yugoslavia.
CosJC scored seven points in the
c~ntest .. His teammate, Dragan
Klcanovlc,led in scoring with 22.
'
Photo by Wendell Hunt
Yugoslav center Rajko Zuzik
b
took the rebounding honors with
Lo o pivo_t man ~arry Gray (no. 44) gets his hand on the ball 14.
YugoslaVIan Rajko Zuzik (no. 7) scored 11 point . h:
In contrast the Lobos were
5
team's winning effort. Gray had B.
m ts paced ·by the nine boards of

Every motion
expresses reject
stereo needle, an
external needle

Together you
escape the inner
grooves gliding
on a surface

If
It
It
It

X-TRAC Mechanism No.8 by Eric Love

Do you still love me?
I saw the mountains and really felt
Home once more.
I was always torn between my
Love for nature and my
Love for you.
You and the earth are pure.
I love you; yet despise you.
You are yourself and
You are methodically inclined to
Be a bastard!
So leave the city and
Come to the mountains or
Find yourself another border!

'

FREEDOM

ll

..•

Sign up· TODAY for our November 28 · 29 Get-away/Retreat.

COATS

If I penetrate
your wall
find you aching
of exposure

Your hands twitch
Your fingers twitch
Not together
but separate

L Jensen

By Randy Builder
The UNM men's water polo
team, hoping to win a spot in the
!th NCAA Water Polo Cham'ionships in Long Beach Calif
this cor_ning weekend, lost the op:
portumty as the Air Force
Academy dunked them in two
games here.

I feel sharp stones
I pour blood
Silently
falling
I hit the mud
Heated tempers rampage
in the street
Ignorance blinds
the village fleet
Angry voices
plague my mind
I was good
I was kind
I loved all people
I loved this earth
I dread this death!!!

The double elimination tournament started Friday with
UN!-f losing their first game
agamst the Academy, 20-13.
Lobo Brian Patno, a sophomore,
scored the most goals (7) for
UNM in that game.
Arizona earned the right to
play in Long Beach Saturday by
~efeating both the Academy and
Utah. UNM took third place.
George A. Gesner

From Afghanistan
._._.Embroidered Sheepskin
The Real Thing
First Sale Of
New Shipment
All Sizes For
Men and Women
Wednesday, Nov 26
11 am- 3 pm
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UNM,

Ricky

up basketball." At halftime it
was Yugoslavia 36, UNM 29.
At the end of the contost (3:51
left) the New Mexico round·
ball.e~s jumped from a 60-18
defu;lt to the final tally, B<lrry
put. m three lay ups, Williams hit
thr;e ju~pers and an "incx·
per1cnced Dale Slaughter snap·
-ped the net for two. The effort
was to no avail. Yugoslavia
El~en~er?.cr said, was merely
us;?g tts sagging, soft defense."
We need to improve every
week," he said. "H was the
~ru.st~ations of a young team. We

~ . ·.
e vIsItIng Eastern
r' uro:6e;~s outre bounded their
oes · ·
N Ellenberger started Berry
D or~? ~acy, ":illiams and Stev~
ha~s m th~ first half, but swit·
c e to Mike Patterson in the
second dropping Cacy. Patterson
°.nly scored one. point in the en·
~~e game. He m1s.sed the tail end
a two·shot charity.
Ellenberger said, "We lost the
b~sketball game in the last three
~m~tes of the first half. We get
feiihii1 iindii,iiai0niiidi0eiiniid;;;;u~p~p~l~ay~1~·n~g~c~a~tc~h~-=~m~t~lm~l~d~a~te~d~o~u~rs~e~lv~e~s~."~=;;;;;;;;;;r
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Waterpoloists Dunked GbY"C~d~t;

The martyr

Jenny Reed

November 25
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'7he Diver," 1975, by J. Sanders

If I look
into your eyes
a blank wall •. I
see alone.

As long as I am intimidated by my own death, 1 am
not free. I am forced always to be fighting the negation
of me. I have to dress like somebody, talk like somebody
- always seek what's in you for me. I have no alternative
but to be a spiritual leech. And, I do all of this in vain
since I command no power to ultimately stop the
ne!l"ation of me!
•.. God so loved the world that he gave his only
Son, that whoever believes in him should not- perish but have
eternal life." (John 3: 16) If I can believe John's testimony, I increase my personal freedom. I'm free to do something other than
battle my own death.
Roland MeGrer;or, Campus Minister
United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas, N.E. ·Phone: 247..0497

f

I touch
catches on fire
catches the blameless
catches me

.

I
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. The Lobos played their first
game Saturday. The Wolfpack
needed three straight victories
to play in the championships. Top
s:orers in that game, Steve
PJSZkin (6 points) and Tom
Daulton (3 points), helped push

Seating Not
Reduced

""'-..:"'

Daily Lobo

--

Sports ..
the Lobos to an 18·12 victory.
Before their first game Saturday both coaches, Rick Klatt and
Eric Hansen, gave the team some
last minute coaching. "We need
100 per cent effort," Hansen said.
Klatt said the team should work
on defense throughout the
games. "We cannot be Jet down
defensively," he said.
At 2 p.m. Saturday, the Lobos
faced the Academy again hoping
they would not fly to victory once
more. Although the Lobos could

not overcome the Falcons, it was
an exciting game all the way. It
was not until the last minute of
the game that anybody could tell
who was going to win. At half·
time the Lobos were tied with
Air Force, 5-all.
The Lobos suffered in the
second half as players Brian Patno and David Lee were fouled out
early in the first half.
Although Lobo goalie Giff
Cutler threw away what would
have been Air Force points the
Lobos were defeated, 10-8. '
At the end of the defeat, Han·
sen said, "It was awful bad to lose
Patno in the first half." Klatt,
who said losing Patno was a "big
factor," labeled Patno as "our
best player."

ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS

and UNM Academic Program
.--~SUMMER. 197()

-f·Regular Weekly TGC Chartersf
via Dever to FRANKFURT
•Stay from 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership required·
anybody can go
•CAB approved & ()j)€1'ated by
CONDOR A!RUNES, World's
largest charter carrier, fully
owned by the German Federal
Government
•Convenient, same-day connec·
tions between Albuquerque and
Denver included in the price of
the charters.
•Roundtrfp complete from
from Albuquerque from $449.

Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, gallops jnto
the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
stands on its own for a tempting thirst
thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.

SUMMER SESSION

MADRID, SPAIN
June 21- July 30.1976
Courses in Spanish
and History
Interested Students

Shottd Contact;
Th-e Offi<:e of ln!e:rmU-onal
Prcgr<L-rs & &=t=
The Uni".:ersltyofNew Mexico
1717Ro;r.a.NE
Albuquerque. iN.M_ 87131

REQl)EST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM :

lntemabonal Programs & Services: Phone 2774005
Very heauy demand for June to August
Early Reservations Essential

1808' Las Lomas
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Rates: 15 cents per word per d"y, oM d_o1lar
minimul!l, Advertisements run five or more
conaecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before rive insertions), Classified 11d·
vertisements must be paid in advanco,
Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertjsing 1 UNM Box 20,

A.lbuquerque,N.M..
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PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien-

dswho care at Birthright 247·9819.

tfn

RENEWAL DEADLINE-Residence Ha~l
students are" reminded to complele and submit
their Residence Hall Room & board renewal
materials by 4:00pm, Friday, December 5, 1975.
Submit forms to Housing Reservations-L11
Posada, 2nd floor.
12/5
WHEN THE PIECES don't fit, maybe we can put
them together. AGORA 277·3013.
11/25
POO: Congratulations on your vasectomy. I love
you, Fro.
12/2
ROLAND-Sure I can go on your G~t·
away/Retreat tbis weekend, November 28·29, I m
glad I won't miss my turkey, But I need n ride\
When do we meet'l·Tom

NICK-Let's start all over l'll meet you at

C~rraro's for lunch, day after tomorrow.
Mary.
11/26

2.
.-::.;

,·

VOLVO MECHANIC, reliable, cheap, guaranteed.
345·3058 Mike,
12/2
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, students!
Custom black-a·nd-white processing, printing.
Jo'ina-grain or push·processing of film. Contact
sheets, custom proofs. High quality onlargements,
mounting, etc, Advice, if asked, Call 265-2444 or
come ,to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
Un

4.

FORRENT

ROOM, FRIVATE BATH for rent in enmpus
area .... $75, Available new, Woman grnd stude.nt
preferred. 247-8967, Needler, Optional babys1t·
ting.
12/1
CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the .young at h~a;t. ~ents
start at $140. Large swhnmmg pool. Efflcten~ICS &
1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurmshed.
Wp.lking distance to UNM. 1520 University NE,
12/5
243·2494.

FOUR ROOM APARTMENT with bath $125 mo.,

Value $100 plus, $72 each. Christy 243·4754.
11/25
1973 PLYMOUTH SPORT/FURY station wagon,
full power, A/C 54,000 mi, radial tires very good
shape. $2000 or best offer. 898·4415.
11/25

Daily Lobo production staff. Hours 8 p.m. to mid·
night, Sunday through Thursday, Amount of time
remaining at UNM will be a consideration {2 or
more years pre[ctredJ. Good typing skills, For
more information ~ome to Marron Hall, Room 131,
between 8 and 4;30 p.m.

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus·Cyclery, 1031
tfn
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.

PART TIME JOB. Graduate student.s only. Af·
ternoons & evenings. Must ben blc to work Friday
& Saturday nights, Must be 21 years old, Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul
NE.
11/25

BonY BUENO. All natoral bath produc·
ts-esscntial oils, bath crystals, bubble bath,
glyc~rine soaps, shampoos, Jove oils, 2910 Central
SE noon to 5 weekda)'S,

12/1

·LINE UP YOUR JOB for holil:l;Iys, $105 weekly
average. 255·6309, 3 p.m. till 4 p.m.
11/25

DvNAi1'AR FRE-ESTYLES, 180 em look
GT's-$65 new Nordicn's 12lf!·$100; hiking boots,
8 1/zm·$25; 243·1810.
12/1

7.

-

utilities paid, 11-blks west university. 1 or 2 quiet
University students. 243·0209 after 5:30
p.m.
11/25

1967 FORD FAIRLANE, excellent condition. new
tires, new brake$ and battery, $725, Ca\1268-0962
after 5 p.m.
11/26

ROOMMATE TO SHARE two·bedroom furnished

JUSTIN BOOTS, Women's 7N, Peruvian Alpaca
sweater-vest, Mexican leather jacket, both size 57,255-3170eves,
11/26
DIVAN, BEDROOM ';;S';':U::;IT;;;E~.-y-e-;;11-::ow~h~a::n:;gi::-ng
lamp, brass chandlier, hall light. 3816 La Charles
Dr. NE.
12/3

duplex, share 'lz gas and e\e~tricity, Walk to
UNM. $80/month, 425 1/z Columbia SE..- 11/25

5.

FORSALE

LEVI's -BLUE JEAN big b.ells nlways at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954.

~~

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bod systems
on sale now, Nex~ door to the Guild Theatre, 3·107
Central NE, 268-8455,
1214
SCHWINN VARSITY 22". Two Frostline
kits-top of the line down bags. Sew yourslef.

DAILY

STUDEN'l'S PART TIME-no., dress, regs. Civic
Project, Apply 1201 Mountain Road NE.
12/3

69-T'QYoTA CORONA 51.i,OOO miles, -~co~ds~;;
work, automatic, 898·9638.
12/1

1966 DODGE CORONET V-8 PS, Sleel·belted
Radials, Good Condition $500. 265·0144.
11126

New Mexico•
Wednesday, November 26, 1975

TRAVEL

Regents Consider Hike in Fees
. For Student Services •tn 1976

TOM-We will leave from United Ministries Con:
tor, 1801 Las Lomas NE, at abouL ten o'clock on
Friday and will return Saturday afternoon at five.
$5 for four meals, Transportation provided, Call
Thelma at 247-0497 to rese.~.~e~E!_n(e,-!:_oland --=

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

W AN1'ED: Used pinball mtH·hines, any t'O!ldltion;
293-1818.
12/5

Donf.RMAN

PINSCHER-AK,P r;gistered. 8
weeks, black male, best of litter, excellent family
pet. Tel. 299-0110. ____!_IJ26 -----~----

6.

EMPLOYMENT

STL1DENT SPOt'SES/STUDENTS to work on

LOST AND FOUND

FOUND: Male dog part Collie. Black w/white
neck & paws. Approx. 1 Y,Car old. Vicinity of
Citadel Apts. 242·2189.
11/25
FOUND: ONE Hand calculator. Identify &
claim-Farris
Engineering
Bldg
Rm
309.
11/25
REWARD! LOST BRACELET 5, 6 chains antique
clasp, sentimental value. Phy!Hs Cohen 277·
2901.
11/25

Fa11 has Fell

FOUND: Woman's watch. Identify and claim Rm
11/26
131 Marron Hall.
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD. Jade & gold bracelet
vt/Chinese characters in the gold. 266·
1935.
11/25

r.obo photo

Parking Services is branching out with a new style of
immobilizer. Beware of meter maids carrying axes.

3. SERVICES
SMALL c!ARS REPAIRED, small shop, srnaU
prices. Datsun, Fiat, Toyota., Volvo, J?into, Capri,
etc. 205 Stanford, alley. Call Phil, 255·3180. 11/25
WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292.

RENEWAL DEADLINE

12/5

DIVORCE by petition. $36 clerical lee plus liling
fee. 296·4977. 24 hour answering service.
12/1
FURNISHED APARTMENTS !rom $125utilitles
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, or 265-9593.
12/5

NEED SOME HELP? Typing, editing, revision:
11/25
reasonable, accurate~ 281-3001.
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 nr come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
AMERICAN /INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
11/26
1973 CHEVY LUV pickup with shelltop, radials,
needs carburetor $1700, Call 344·8568 Sa:rab
(nights).
11/26

EDiToRIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey

Statements of expenditures for all
ASUNM Senate Candidates must be
in by 4:00pm, Wednesday
November 26. Retum statements to
242 in the SUB. Wednesday
is also the last day to contest
electjon results.

Residence Hall Students Are
Remined To Complete And
Sttbmit Their Residence Hall
Room And Board Renewal .
~Iatcrials Bv: 4:00 pm Friday
Dec~n;bet• 5, 1975
Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservations
2nd Floot•, La J»osada

Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
11/3

NeW Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mex~co
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the headmg
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !;i.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

''

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.0o minimum charge.
Terms Cash in advance
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Enclosed$ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone ____ ··----· , ___

LOBO

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Night Escort Service
·Available Soon at U.
By Joel White
A University Escort Program,
ted as an organized
uetEn:mt of nighttime assaults
the UNM campus, will begin
soon as the four initial escort
JOStlltOnls are filled.
program, administered
:inrm~gh the Campus Police, will
nighttime workers and
student.<. security escorts to ac~li;;jj~~''(;n them
to any
n within the bount~aJri~s of the north and central
ning committee, comof administration officials,
1represer1tatives from the campus
and the Independent
IJliideJJt Workers Union, and four
students met last
to formulate procedures for
program. The same comwill meet each month to
IYaliUa·te the program's progress
effectiveness.
Qualifications for
escort
include admission into
College
Work-Study
(rllgrl>m, man or woman, at' and physical capabilities.
The University Police will be
for the hiring and
of personnel," Berry Cox,
ltnJveJ:sit;v police chief said. "The
I'Ograim will begin with between
and six escorts who will be
with flashlights and
appropriate equipment.
escorts will not be armed."
People requiring security
will call the Campus
office and an escort will be
··-e,,ccned to their location. All
•""'""''" of the program will b!l
in a master log which
he open to evaluation by the
""'""~"· Escorts will carry an

official picture ID card with them
to insure program security.
Salaries for the security escorts were allocated by the Univer·
sity administration last month
with matching work-study funds.
Additional
monies,
ap·
proximately $500, for administration a,nd equipment is
still needed.
"Whether it comes from the
original allocation or not, I can
say unequivocably that money
for equipment will be made
available," Harold Lavender,
vice·president for student affairs
said.
The possibility of University
{Continued on page 51

By Charles McElwee
'
At their meetin? Monday the UNM Regents are
scheduled to cons1der a proposal which would increase student fees by $8.25 per semester.
In A~gust the Regents approved a $2.00 increase m the ASUNM fee. If the new proposal
passes students will be paying $10.25 more in fees
each semester beginning in the fall of 1976.
UNM President William Davis said the fee increase is necessary because of expanding
enrollment coupled with inflation.
He said services such as the New Mexico Union
and Intramural Activities have been losing money
and as a result have been partially funded by
money from the instructional and general budget.
He said the differential funding plan which will
?e sugges~ed to the legislature has no provision in
It for fundmg these services and another source of
money is needed.
Because these are primarily services for· studen·
ts, Davis said it is a rise in student fees which is
being ~rop~se~.to make up the needed money.
Davts satd, The Student Union is $180,000 in
arrears and In tram urals is $125,000 behind,"
"We've been forced to subsidize these services
with money from other areas of the budget " he
said.
'
None of the proposed $8.25 fee increase will be
ear mar ked for a specific program. It will go into a
fund called "General Fees, Collected."
The SUB and In tram urals, along with Athletics,
Popejoy Hall, Health Services and Debt Services
will then receive money from that fund.
Davis said, "I hate to ask for an increase in
student fees, but we're faced with expanding
enrollment and rising prices which means we need
to have more money."
Other items on the agenda for the Regents'
meeting include:

UNM Pres. William Davis

··a resolution proposing a retreat to consider the
recently completed report from the Committee on
University Planning,
··construction bids for an expansion of the computing center and for a health sciences learning
resources center,
--a site proposal for a family practice/psychiatry
building and a report on general ,planning for the
north cam pus.
The meeting is scheduled for Monday, Dec. 1 in
the Roberts Room at Scholes HalL It will be open
to the public.

Counc11 Passes Zoning Ordinance

After two years of planning, mercia! zones, regulates signs
weeks of heated debate, and a and gives the city some control
marathon six-hour meeting !>4on· over developers.
day night, the Albuquerque City
The zone definitions, the
Council passed its Com- primary parts of the code, were
prehensive Zoning Ordinance, drawn up by members of the EnEight out of nine councillors vironmental Planning Comvoted in favor of the amended mission (EPC) who have worked
bilL
on the bill, with a committee of
The Comprehensive City Zone city councillors, for over 20 monCode, bill number 0-112, sets ths. Problems of land assessment
standards for new·home lot sizes, and building restrictions had
defines residential and com- resulted
from
old
zone

History Dept. Ups PhD Standards
The UNM history department
has raised its standards for doctorate degree candidates as have
other American universities, said
Dr. Gerald Nash, history department chairman.
The standards were raised, he
said, in an effort to "limit the
Ph.D. program" because of the
growing student demand.for ob·
taining a Ph.D., and the small
amount of jobs available even
with such a degree,
Nash said there "definitely .b"
an oversupply of history Ph.D.'s
throughout the country. "There
are five times as many people
training for a Ph.D. than there
are job openings," he said.
There are 119 history graduate
students (75 Ph.D.'s and 44
M.A.'s) at UNM this semester
compared to 210 (140 Ph.D.'s and
70 M.A.'s) in 1971 when UNM
reached the peak of its history

'

universities "geared up their
history doctorate programs"
because of the great demand for
the
"basic
liberal
arts
disciplines_"
Included in the UNM history
department's raised standards
for admission must be a "very ex·
plicit statement of objectives"
from the Ph.D. candidate, Nash
said.
"We want to make sure that
the person knows why he wants a
Ph.D. in history and knows what
he wants to do with it," Nash
said. A doctorate can be valuable
depending on what the individual
Gerald Nash
wants to use it for, he continued.
graduate program. But there are
Nash said the· history departmore students today in the ment has also raised the unprogram than there were in 1972 dergraduate grade-point-averaand 1973.
ge requirement from 3.2 to 3.5 for
Nash said the increase of Ph.D. Ph.D. candidates.
history candidates first carne
Another requirement for UNM
about in the 1960's when many
(Continued on page 5)

definitions.
The area surrounding UNM
becomes a metropolitan zone under the new code because it is
considered one of seven "urban
centers.'' This means the city can
regulate the size, location and
number of commercial signs, not
only
around
UNM,
but
throughout Albuquerque.
Until now, the city has con·
trolled commercial signs only in
residential areas. The code contains the guidelines that the EPC
recommended, including a 300foot limit on the size of signs, to
reduce the number of large,
gaudy and distracting signs,
Marion Cottrell, District
nine councillor and sponsor of the
Comprehensiv.e Zoning Ordinance, said enforcement of the
sign regulations will help
beautify the city.
To control development of new
homes, the ordinance sets a tenfoot side·lot as a building
requirement, The ten-foot
requirement, section 40-H, was
suggested by the EPC so boats
and recreational vehicles can be
parked off city streets. A
proposed amendment to strike
the 10-foot requirement from the
bill failed by a five-to·four vote.
Monday night's meeting was a
special session of the Council in
which the public was. invited to
present their views of the code.
The Council chambers were filled
when the meeting opened at 7:30
!Continued on p:i.gc 5)
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